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OVERVIEW

Stunning new townhouse of elegant and modern design
for sale in Pozuelo, Madrid

Lucas Fox is proud to present this boutique development of 3 luxury townhouses in
one of the best parts of Pozuelo de Alarcon, close to local amenities, key
international schools and just an 8-minute walk to the railway station.

Residents of Pozuelo enjoy the best of both worlds, on one hand it means living in
close connection to nature with access to local parks and the best schools and
universities of Madrid (The American School, Kensington School and British Council
are a 5-minute drive) and on the other hand the centre of Madrid is only 20 minutes
away.

The licence has been granted, and the construction has started, with expectations for
the proud new owners to take delivery of keys in the third quarter of 2024.

The outstanding features of these wonderful family homes are the timeless but
elegant Mediterranean design, the high energy efficiency (Certificate A) and the very
high quality materials and finishings.

In contrast with some other new developments, these properties come fully
equipped with swimming pool and basement included in the price. 

High ceilings and large floor-to-ceiling glass doors across the full width of the living
room give a sensation of space and allows for lots of natural light.

The architects have designed Benitez 16 with focus on both comfort and practicality
of the modern family and provide the option to personalise some parts of the
property according to individual requirements, offering 4 or 5 bedrooms.

For example, in houses A & B you have the option to choose an open plan or
separated kitchen and the basement offers a variety of interesting distributions. 

The properties range in size from 383 to 436 m² constructed with A (383 m2) & B (392
m2) very similar in lay-out and property C being the largest with 436 m2 and
wonderful corner plot and given its location house C will feel like living in de
detached villa.

lucasfox.com/go/poz45234

Swimming Pool, Garden, Private garage,
Natural light, Underfloor heating, Parking,
Walk-in wardrobe, Utility room,
Transport nearby, Storage room, Playroom,
Pet-friendly, Open kitchen, New build,
Near international schools, Exterior,
Equipped Kitchen, Double glazing,
Domotic system, Chill out area,
Built-in wardrobes, Air conditioning
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Please contact Lucas Fox today to request the full brochure with detailed floorplans.
Our sales team is at your disposal to organise a visit to the plots and / or a meeting in
our office at Avenida de Europa 38 in Pozuelo to discuss the details and
customisation.

Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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